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This presentation will focus on the government’s capacity to raise the revenues the government needs to pay for the expenses of implementing its policies and goals. The presentation will present some of the achievements during the last decade in building institutions for domestic revenue generation, focusing on both central and local government tax administrations. Important principles guiding these reforms are to enhance taxpayers’ compliance by emphasising accountability and transparency, and participation in policy dialogues. Wide dissemination of information that allows citizens to monitor revenue collection and public expenditures is also expected to have a powerful positive impact on the attitudes and behaviour of both revenue officers and taxpayers, by building public trust and confidence in the performance of the revenue administration. These guiding principles for good economic governance are also relevant for reforms in other parts of the public sector. 

Domestic revenues and foreign aid compared
Impacts of scaling up aid  more dependency  less economic governance
Options  domestic revenue generation  royalties, taxes and fees on natural resource management
Challenges and options
Working with the central government
Working with the local communities




No developing country has the manpower resources or the money to create a high-grade civil service overnight. But it is not sufficiently recognized that the revenue service is the ‘point of entry’; if they concentrated on this, they would secure the means for the rest.
Nicolas Kaldor (1963)



Talking points: Outline

	Fiscal self reliance: Others have managed

	The importance of good governance 

	Building capacity to raise domestic revenues 

	Administrative capacity  TRA
	Enhancing compliance  Trust between state - citizens 




Others have managed: Botswana
1966: World’s poorest country at Independence
Per capita income ≈ US$ 80
Heavily reliant on foreign aid to balance both recurrent an development budgets

1972/73: Self-sufficiency in the recurrent budget 
Record growth based on diamonds

2006: A middle income country
Per capita income ≈ US$ 4350 
 
How?
	Good fortunes (diamonds)
	Political will
	Managing good fortunes  Good (economic) governance 


Botswana: GNI per capita USD 4380 (current)
Tanzania: GNI per capita USD 320 (current)
Russia: GNI per capita USD 3410 (current)
Norway: GNI per capita USD 51810 (current)
Sub-Saharan Africa: GNI per capita USD 607 (current)
Good economic governance
Surplus or balanced government budgets
High level of foreign exchange reserves
Integrated revenue administration
A well run Ministry of Finance and Development Planning
Natural resource management integrated into the national economic budgeting, planning and regulatory system 




Others are catching up: Russia

1990: Political and economic mess after the Soviet Union collapsed 

2005: The 9th largest economy in the world (GDP US$ 1.7 trillion) 
	Economic growth, averaging 6.4% annually since 1998 
	Third largest gold and foreign exchange reserves: US$ 245 bill 
	Largest natural gas exporter; second largest oil exporter 


How?
	Good fortunes (natural resources; oil, gas, minerals, forestry..)
	Political will
	Managing good fortunes  Good economic governance


Vladimir Putin (Sept 2006) ‘Three major current problems’:
	Corruption
	Monopolies
	Decreasing population


Good economic governance
Surplus or balanced government budgets
High level of foreign exchange reserves
Integrated revenue administration
A well run Ministry of Finance and Development Planning
Natural resource management integrated into the national economic budgeting, planning and regulatory system 





 Why some natural resource rich countries succeed and others fail: Macro perspectives
	The orthodox view:
	Countries possessing natural resources are fortunate  
	Adds to wealth
	Country richer
	The resource curse view: 
	Primary products  falling prices rel. to manufacturing
	Price fluctuations make planning difficult
	Misuse and waste of rents: Rent seeking, corruption, civil war
	Current view: 
	Elements of resource curse not directly linked to natural resources 
	Policies and governance, incl. economic management, play important roles in causality








Governance

1. The exercise of political, economic and administrative authority to manage a country’s affairs

2. Governance addresses:
	The process by which governments are selected, monitored and replaced 
	The capacity of the government to effectively formulate and implement sound policies
	The respect of citizens and the state for the institutions that govern economic and social interactions among them


2. In the broadest sense, systems of good governance are: 
	Participatory 
	Democratic 
	Transparent


3. Empirical evidence shows that there is a strong causal relationship from good governance to better development outcomes such as higher per capita incomes, lower infant mortality, and higher literacy







Governance regime[1]—The institutional or structural framework that determines the responsibility, authority, and accountability for a government institution.

Governance addresses the traditions and institutions by which authority in a country is exercised, including: 

The process by which governments are selected, monitored and replaced (voice and accountability, vs political instability and violence)
The capacity of the government to effectively formulate and implement sound policies (government effectiveness, vs regulatory burden) 
The respect of citizens and the state for the institutions that govern economic and social interactions among them (rule of law, vs graft)


Empirical evidence shows that there is a strong causal relationship from good governance to better development outcomes such as higher per capita incomes, lower infant mortality, and higher literacy
Capacity building for effective and sound governance is a primary means of poverty reduction programmes

The exercise of political, economic and administrative authority to manage a nation’s affairs comprising the complex range of mechanisms, processes, relationships and institutions through which citizens and groups articulate their interests, exercise rights and obligations and mediate differences

Emphasises the importance of local ownership; of clear rules and transparent, merit-based procedures for hiring and promotion, institutionalising review procedures that evaluate and reward good performance Governance is, however, not the sole prerogative of the state. Its functions could be assumed by or delegated to autonomous institutions and organisations in the private sector and civil society which operate in a legal and political framework defined by the state

The concept of governance in the context of promotion of sustainable economic development includes efficient government, effective civil society, and a successful private sector.
Good governance:
Aiming at sustainable development 
Promoting equity and equality 
Able to develop the resources and methods of governance to promote gender balance 
Promoting synthesis of diverse perspectives 
Mobilising resources for social purposes 
Strengthening indigenous mechanisms and ensure effective and efficient use of resources 
Based on the rule of law 
Engendering and commanding respect and trust 
Having public servants that are accountable 
Having government organisations that are service oriented, act as facilitative and an enabling regulatory rather than controlling 
Creating a conducive economic environment for economic growth and social progress




The quality of governance depends crucially on the capacity of government

Four dimensions of state capacity can be distinguished: 


Regulatory capacity
	The ability to establish and enforce the rules that guide or regulate societal behaviour


Administrative capacity 
	The routine ability to manage the personnel and resources of the state and to ensure accountability and efficiency in service delivery

 
Technical capacity 
The expertise and knowledge required to make and implement technical decisions

Extractive capacity 
The ability to raise the revenues the government needs to pay for the expenses of implementing its policies and goals

Four dimensions of state capacity can be distinguished: 

Regulatory capacity:
The ability to establish and enforce the rules that guide or regulate societal behaviour (indicators: ability to enforce the rule of law, its rules, existence of a black market, alternative power holders)
Administrative capacity 
The routine ability to manage the personnel and resources of the state and to ensure accountability and efficiency in service delivery (indicators: turnover of top officials over time, ratio of expatriate personnel in government, access of population to government services) 
Technical capacity 
The expertise and knowledge required to make and implement technical decisions (indicators: scope and timely production of statistical and information services, presence of effective policy instruments such as central bank, planning bureau, development finance agency) 
Extractive capacity 
The ability to raise the revenues the government needs to pay for the expenses of implementing its policies and goals (indicators: ratio of revenues to GNP, ratio of fiscal self-reliance vs. aid reliance, relative importance of different tax categories that require different capacities to collect)




Building extractive capacity to raise domestic revenues 
 Tanzania Revenue Authority (TRA)
	

	Presidential Commission of enquiry into Public Revenue, Taxation and Expenditure in 1991
	 Improve efficiency in revenue collection
	 Revenue administration under one umbrella 
	 Autonomy in revenue administration



	TRA established under TRA Act No. 11 enacted by the Parliament in August 1995


	TRA became operational on 1st July 1996





















I will focus on the government’s capacity to raise the revenues the government needs to pay for the expenses of implementing its policies and goals 
I will present some of the achievements during the last decade in building institutions for domestic revenue generation, focusing on both central and local government tax administrations
TRA collection in June 2006: TSh 229.5 billion (June deadline for businesses to pay their arrears to the TRA after closing their books audited in December)
Collection in August 2006: TSh 192.58 billion 
Aim for FCY 2006/07: 2,310.5 billion
*********

Modernisation programme
Tax collection strategy
Outcome of TRA’s customer care programme: Increased taxpayer compliance ’increasing co-operation and good response in paying their duties’ Mr Protas Mmanda (director), Taxpayers Services and Education
Tax loophoels plugged
Customs clearance procedures improved: On average 2 days to clear cargoes at DSM Harbour and at the Mwalimu J.K. Nyerere International Airport




What is a ‘Revenue Authority’?
	A governance model where the revenue collection function is moved from the  Ministry of Finance departments into an agency with a degree of autonomy from civil service rules to structure and manage it

	Semi-autonomous (SARA):
	Less autonomous than a central bank
	More independent than departments in line ministries, with respect to funding, budget flexibility, and human resources policy


Autonomy—The degree to which an agency is able to operate independently from civil service regulation, in terms of legal form and status, funding and budget flexibility, and financial and human resources policies.
Accountability—The extent to which roles and responsibilities are clear, authorities are appropriately delegated, and those so empowered to make decisions are in fact held responsible for them and their consequences. There can be both individual and organizational accountability.
Governance regime[1]—The institutional or structural framework that determines the responsibility, authority, and accountability for a government institution. In the context of a RA, these parameters dictate the relative autonomy of a given government organization in terms of government control and of the applicability of public service policies.

[1] The term “governance” is often used more broadly. The World Bank uses six dimensions to measure governance: voice and accountability, political stability and absence of violence, government effectiveness, regulatory quality, rule of law, and control of corruption.




Revenue Authorities in Africa (2006)
	Country	Board	HR auton	Funding
	Ghana (1985) – n.i.
	Uganda (1991)	Yes	Yes	Normal budget&Parl approp+
	Zambia (1994)	Yes	Yes	Normal budget&Parl approp
	Kenya (1995)	Yes	Yes	1.5% of est. rev.+3% exces
	Malawi (1995)
	Tanzania (1996)	Yes	Yes (Min) 	Normal budget&Parl approp+
	South Africa (1997)	No	Yes	Normal budget&Parl approp+
	Rwanda (1998)	Yes	Yes	Normal budget&Parl approp
	Zimbabwe (2001)	Yes	Yes	Normal budget&Parl approp
	Ethiopia(1997/2002)	No	No	Normal budget&Parl appropr
	Sierra Leone (2002)
	Lesotho (2003)	Yes	Yes	2% of est. revenues + 
	Botswana (2003)	Yes	Yes	Normal budget&Parl appr +
	Gambia (2005)
	Mauritius (2005)	Yes	Yes	Normal budget&Parl approp
























Normal budget & Parliamentary appropriation




The RA-model addresses two major constraints in revenue administration:
1. Political autonomy 
	Limit direct political interference in day-to-operations


2. Managerial autonomy 
	Free the revenue administration from the constraints of the civil service system

	Attract and retain quality staff by paying rates above the civil service regulations, and to make dismissals easier 

	An attempt to create a credible commitment to taxpayers that the revenue administration will be more competent, effective and fair by delegating power to tax bureaucrats







The principal objectives of the TRA refer to:
	raise domestic revenues by establishing a sustained revenue base to enable the country to finance its recurrent and development expenditure needs; and 

	develop a tax regime that is transparent, effective and conducive to economic growth led by private investment and international trade 


Vision: “To be a Modern Tax Administration by the year 2008”

Mission: “To be an effective and efficient tax administration which promotes voluntary tax compliance by providing high quality customer services with fairness and integrity through competent and motivated staff”





TRA’s key functions:

Assess, collect & account for Govt Revenue

Administer tax laws

Advise Government on fiscal policy

Promote (quasi-)voluntary tax compliance

Improve quality of tax services

Counteract fraud – tax evasion

Produce and publish revenue & trade statistics



TRA’s Second Corporate Plan (2003/4 to 2007/8)
Strategic Goals:
To increase revenue collection in a cost effective way
To integrate TRA operations
To provide high quality and responsive customer service
To promote tax compliance through a fair, equitable and transparent application of tax laws
To improve staff competence, motivation, integrity and accountability






Performance indicators
Tax Administration Project (TAP) - Tanzania





		Effectiveness indicators 

		Efficiency indicators 



		Total revenues collected/Revenue target

		Registered taxpayers per employee



		Number of declarations/Registered taxpayers

		Collections per employee

% of VAT refunds within one month


% of Customs clearances made within 24 hrs



		On time tax declarations/Total tax declarations

		Tax arrears as % of annual revenue 



		Amount of arrears recovered/Total arrears

		Tax revenues/GDP


· 2006/07: 14.5 %   







TRA: Achievements (1996 – 2006) 
	Increased revenues
	Simplification of tax and tariff structures
	Simplification of regulations and procedures
	Tax laws in general business friendly  
	Integration of the revenue departments
	IT widely implemented, including regional offices

	High quality and prompt regularity of revenue statistics and reports 
	Disaggregated on revenue sources and regions, etc. 
	Easy to follow revenue trends over time & identify problems at an early stage  

	In general, good relations with other Government inst
	But…, better links with LGAs needed

	Established dialogue for a with taxpayers




Performance measured as the tax-to-GDP ratio

How to explain changes in T/GDP-ratios? Many factors impacting on T/GDP are externally determined and not influenced by the RA-performance; for instance, the general economic environment, changes in tax policy (e.g reduction of tax rates), politically granted tax exemptions etc. 

	1994	1995	1996	1997	1998	1999	2000	2001	2002	2003	2004
Kenya			24,4	23,1	23,5	23	21,8	21,8	19,6	19,6	21,9
South Africa		22,9	22,2	23,2	23,6	24,4	24,1	23,2	24,1	23,6	23,7
Tanzania				12	11	10,5	10,3	10,9	11,2	12	
Uganda				12	11,6	12,7	11,9	11,7	12,9	13	
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		Tax reveneus in % of GDP

				1994		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004

		Kenya						24.4		23.1		23.5		23		21.8		21.8		19.6		19.6		21.9

		South Africa				22.9		22.2		23.2		23.6		24.4		24.1		23.2		24.1		23.6		23.7

		Tanzania								12		11		10.5		10.3		10.9		11.2		12
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Performance measured as changes in real tax revenues
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		Tanzania: Real tax revenues, FY 1990/91 - 2003/04 (1994/95=100)

		Fiscal year		Deflated total tax revenues (in mill TSh)		Index

		90/91		308.877		103

		/92		328.394		109.5

		/93		250.291		83.5

		/94		220.360		94.3

		/95		299.900		100
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Simplifications – but still some way to go
 SADC and Comesa Country Tariff Structures
	Country or Entity	Tariff structure (%)
	Malawi (2000)	0, 5, 10, 12.5, 15, 25, 25, 30
	Mauritius (2000)	5,10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 55, 80
	Mozambique (2001)	0, 2.5, 5, 7.5, 35
	Tanzania (2000)	0, 5, 10, 20, 30
	SACU (2000)	279 diff taxes; both specific and 
ad valorem, rates from 0 to 72%
	Zambia (2000)	0, 5, 15, 25
	Zimbabwe (2000)	0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 60, 
65, 70, 75, 80, 85, 100














Average number of days required for import clearance: East & Southern Africa (2000)
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Import clearance time

		Average number of days required for import clearance in 2000

				Zimbabwe		Kenya		Tanzania		Mozambique		Zambia		Swaziland		South Africa		Botswana		Lesotho

		Days		23.2		19.9		18.6		18.2		16		11.5		8.6		7		6.4

				Source: de Wulf, L. & Sokol, J.B. (2004). Customs modernisation initiatives . Case studies. World Bank: Washington DC (p. 60).
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Tariff regimes

		

				Peru: Tariff regime (selected years)

				Aspects of the regime		1990		1997		2002

				Number of rates		56		4		7

				Highest rate		110		25		25

				Lowest rate		10		12		4

				Nonweighted av nominal average rate		47		14		11

				Prohibtions		539

				Nontariff barriers		Numerous
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Trust building through public-private dialogue
	Formal and informal fora:

	The Taskforce on Tax Policy Reform

	TRA’s Stakeholder Forum

	CEO Roundtable

	Tanzania National Business Council

	







TRA: Current challenges
	Tax base still narrow
	Large untaxed informal sector 
	Tax evasion
	Tax exemptions
	Integrity issues 
	Institutionalising a culture of accountability and transparency
	Empowering the taxpaying public through education and taxpayer advocacy
	Make revenue statistics more accessible for the general public


Legal sanctions against tax evaders
The judicial system a bottleneck

Tax exemptions
Customs duty exemptions falling: 
	30% in 2000  20% in 2005

VAT exemptions increasing: 
	20% in 2000  25% in 2005 (in 2004 > 50%)
In SSA, the significant size of the informal sectors provides a major challenge to the application of the modern VAT/sales tax and income tax – both self assessed taxes relying heavily on sound books and records of business activity
In many SSA countries more of the labor force is employed in the informal than formal/modern sector
This poses a major challenge to the scope of the VAT and the income tax
Where should the compulsory registration limits be set?
At what income level should the income tax apply?
How to gain revenue from the informal sector and remove the distortions at the boundary of the heavily taxed modern sector?
What taxes should be charged on the business activity below these limits?   
What are the roles of VAT and import duties as indirect taxes on the informal sector?




Tax base: Characteristics of (potential) taxpayers
	Employees	Small and medium-size businesses	Large enterprises
	Number of taxpayers	Millions/Hundreds of thousands	Hundreds of thousands	A few hundreds
	Revenue potential per taxpayer	In tens or hundreds of US$	Thousands of US$	Millions of  US$
	Return preparation	Commonly PAYE 	Prepare and file their return with advice of local accountants	Receive advice from international lawyers and accountants
	Risks of non compliance	Payroll tax withholding by employer, little opportunity for evasion	Deal in cash, often poor record keeping, ready opportunity for evasion	Maintain records, but  minimized taxes through  business arrangements and sometime abusive transfer pricing  
	Nature of compliance issues	Minor in nature	Informal sector	Involve complex transactions with major  revenue implications
	Lobbying capacity

Source: Bodin	Minimal	Low/Medium	Powerful
























Tax exemptions erode the revenue base


Tax exemptions
Customs duty exemptions falling: 
	30% in 2000  20% in 2005

VAT exemptions increasing: 
	20% in 2000  25% in 2005 (in 2004 > 50%)




Shares of beneficiaries of customs exemptions in Tanzania (2005)






Tax evasion: Citizen survey (2003)
 Will people evade if possible?


	48% agree

	Differences between geographic areas
	Iringa DC: 37% agree
	Moshi DC: 59% agree

	Differences between age groups
	18-29 years: 51% agree
	30-49 years: 50% agree
	50   years: 41% agree 







Tax compliance and service delivery
	57% perceive that taxes are not at all or only partly used to provide services

	51% agree that people should deny paying taxes until better services

	73% say they are willing to pay taxes if improved services

	75% are positive to more self-help contributions to improve services


Peoples’ dissatisfaction with public service delivery seems to be co-related with tax resistance (of course also possible that people use this as an argument to legitimise tax evasion). However, the survey data shows that peoples’ service satisfaction differs substantially between the types of services. The large majority (70%) say they are satisfied with primary schools (cross-cuts all the councils), while only 22% say they are satisfied with water supply and road maintenance, 19% say they are satisfied with law and order, and only 13% are satisfied with the market places (differs between the case councils). The respondents’ are least satisfied with garbage collection (7%) and agricultural extension services (8%). 
Differences between councils: 64% in Kilosa DC say that taxes are used to provide services, compared to 53% in Iringa DC. Interestingly, only 40% of the respondents in Kilosa agree that people should deny paying taxes until they get better services, compared to 66% in Moshi DC. And while 91% in Kilosa say people should contribute with SHA, the corresponding figure for Moshi DC is 69%.





Improving tax compliance by building trust: 
3 dimensions


Trust in the government to use revenues to provide expected services

Establish better links between taxes paid and service delivery

Build a culture of transparency and accountability

Wide dissemination of accessible and reliable information to the public on revenue collection and allocations

	


Three dimensions of trust may affect taxpayers’ compliance: 
Moreover, the mechanisms for enforcing compliance are not indifferent for the outcome. A trust enhancing approach to improving the payment of local taxes and fees might be based on the proposition that citizens are likely to perceive the local government as reciprocating their trust when they feel they are being treated with respect. To build trust between citizens and the council, information to the public is crucial. Citizens’ access to and right to information on taxes collected and how revenues are spent is often seen as a necessary condition to achieve accountable, transparent and participatory governance and people-centred development (Jenkins & Goetz, 1999). The previous fierce and uncompromising approaches to collect development levy in some rural councils, may also have contributed to increase present day resistance by taxpayers. It is therefore imperative to establish mechanisms to improving the relations between the local revenue administration and citizens. Relevant measures include improvements to the billing and accounting systems, establishing more accessible and efficient payment facilities, and strengthening the capacity to follow up cases of non-payment through fair and reasonable enforcement. 




Improving tax compliance by building trust: 
 3 dimensions (cont)
2. Trust in the authorities to establish fair procedures for revenue collection

Harsh enforcement methods can be counterproductive  undermines trust

Credible punishment of tax defaulters required

Strengthen the dialogue with stakeholders 
business associations
community involvement
empower the taxpaying public
 
Continued simplification of rate structures and procedures



Improving tax compliance by building trust: 
 3 dimensions (cont.)

Trust in other citizens to pay their share

Eliminate tax exemptions: NGOs, donors etc should start paying taxes



Summary of experiences with TRA (1996-2006)
1. TRA offers no “quick-fix” to Tanzania’s revenue and tax administration quandaries
	Building institutions takes time
	Building trust between the state and society takes time
	Eroding trust, however, is a speedy affair

2. TRA has established a platform from which change can be facilitated
	Integration of departments under one umbrella 
	Integration into the national economic budgeting, planning and regulatory system
	Continuous monitoring of performance  indicators
	Development of databases and statistics on revenue potential and collection disaggregated on sectors and geographic areas
	Regular and widespread publishing of revenue statistics   

3. TRA’s initial impact & longer-term performance depend on 
	The strength and quality of the TRA leadership
	Political will 
	Trustworthy relations and dialogue with private sector 
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